Automatic Revolving Doors
Human nature is often conditioned more by emotional than rational impacts; indeed
appearance is an extremely effective influencing force. Building, through its own
language conveyed by attractive architectural designs, is not immune from this
involvement and is capable of offering subtle messages. When we look at building we
immediately perceive its importance through its imposingness, design and the beauty
of its façade. Then we analyze the details, such as the entrances, windows and friezes
and we are able to express an initial judgement. These elements are not banal
aesthetic messages, but highlight the precise thought of that which the property
wishes to convey us in terms of the quality, importance and certainties of those who
occupy it. In proposing its new EXEO range of revolving doors, we once again wishes
to make a winning opportunity available to those who desire to convey messages of
exclusive prestige and complete aesthetic qualification.

EXEO
Automatic Revolving Pedestrian doors
The EXEO doors not only satisfy aesthetic privileges, but above all retain the heat
during winter, coolness during the summer, and provide a barrier against annoying
outside noise, draught, winds and dust. All of these reasons explain why the most
prestigious hotels, the most famous banks, the most elegant shopping centres and
the most authoritative offices have always adopted such entrance systems: the
overall benefit obtained, without forgetting the important energy saving, is so much
higher than the initial investment.

EXEO consists of a range of doors with a circular structure and internal revolving leaves,
which can be supplied in a manual or an automatic version. In the manual version the
door leaves are moved by pushing, while in the automatic version, the movement is
transmitted by a geared motor located in the upper part of the structure, in line with the
supporting rod of the mobile door leaves.
EXEO is available in a wide range of diameters, with three or four door
leaves, in both the manual and automatic versions. The door diameters
available for both versions are: 1800mm – 2000mm – 2200mm –
2400mm – 2600mm – 2800mm – 3000mm (larger dimensions upon
request). The height of the passage space is fixed and is 2200mm for all
the models. All the models are supplied with anodized aluminium or RAL
coloured finish.

